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When coffee gratification is top of mind then the Jura C9 is the best go to resource for you. In fact,
the Jura C9 coffee machine will do much more than give you a delicious cup of coffee when you
need it the most. Packing plenty of features that make it one of the most user friendly of the Jura
line, the Jura C9 is a super automatic coffee machine. Wait! This is not a commercial or industrial
grade coffee machine.

The Jura C9 coffee machine is meant for gentle use. Home, front office, furniture showroom â€“ any
place where you wonâ€™t need to brew more than 20 cups of hot drinks at a go â€“ will be the best place
for the Jura C9. Both the water tank and the coffee bean hopper have a capacity of only 20 cups.
After that, you need to refill both. The built in coffee grinder of the Jura C9 automatically grinds up to
16 grams for double shots and mugs.

Make cappuccinos, cafe lattes, flat whites, long blacks, espressos and hot chocolates at a single
touch of a button and carry away all the applause. In fact, you can get your cappuccino in 55
seconds from the Jura C9 coffee machine! For the health conscious there is a pre-ground coffee
option for decaf coffee. If all you need is hot water for soaking the leaf tea or soup cube, then it will
give you that too. Make sure that your milk always stays cool in the Jura C9 with the Cool Control
from Jura which is able to cool milk to 25 degrees below the ambient temperature. The Jura Cool
Control is non-wearing and CFC-free using the Peltier cooling effect.

The patented brewing cycle of Jura Capresso machines present in the Jura C9 coffee machine
moistens and sets the best conditions for coffee brewing before proceeding to the thorough
extraction. It offers a slew of programming features to tailor your beverages to your preference and
taste. Choose between two temperature settings, three strength levels and coffee volume and this
compact machine gives you the drink the way you prefer to have it.
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